What is a Smart Object?
Today let's take a look at Smart Objects in Photoshop, and how they can help us in our digital
layouts and projects.
So just what IS a Smart Object?
"A Smart Object is a container in which you can embed raster (e.g. PSD, JPEG, TIFF) or vector
(e.g. AI, PDF, EPS) image data from another Photoshop or Adobe Illustrator file that retains all
its original characteristics and remains fully editable. A Smart Object can be scaled, rotated, and
warped non-destructively without losing original image data." (ref: Steven Johnson)
And what does that mean for us as digital scrapbookers?
It means that we can work non-destructively, when we work with Smart Objects.
Here is an absolutely stunning layout created by Robyn (credits: Border Buddie Set 14, Deck the
Halls Kit, Deck the Halls Word Art, Deck the Halls Glitter)

Here is the original paper and original-sized word art:

The original word art is quite large, and needed to be resized to look best with the photographs
and embellishments. When starting this layout, we might not know exactly what final size we
would like the word art to be. Working with it non-destructively, as a Smart Object, will give us
the option of changing our minds without concern over degrading the quality of the graphic.
Here is a visual reference:
On the left: I resized the pixel-based word art, making it very small, then sized it back up to its
original dimensions.
On the right: I converted the word art into a Smart Object, resized it to make it very small, then
sized it back up to its original dimensions.

The pixel-based word art has lost resolution, while the Smart Object graphics has retained its
clarity.

There are several ways to convert pixel-based graphics into Smart Objects (dependent upon
which version of Photoshop you are using):
1. Use the Place command, instead of the Open command, when accessing your word art (or any
pixel-based object). (Top Menu Bar: File > Place.)
2. If your pixel-based object is already in your Layers Panel, right click on its layer and
choose: Convert to Smart Object
3. In the top Menu Bar: Layer > Smart Objects > Convert to Smart Object
(Photoshop Elements Users: Use the Place command to put a graphic on your page as a Smart
Object.)
A small square box located in the lower right corner of your graphics thumbnail indicates that
your object is now a Smart Object.

Now you can begin working on your layout, changing the size of the word art as many times as
you like without losing any image quality!
Smart Objects are very smart! This is just one of the things they do that make life for us, as
digital artists, easy! We'll take a look at a few other ways Smart Objects can be helpful over the
next few weeks. In the meantime, if you missed my other tutorials on Smart Objects, you can
read them here:
Editing Images on the Fly Utilizing Smart Objects
How Smart are Smart Filters?
If you would like to keep this tutorial on your computer for easy reference, you may download a
PDF here: What are Smart Objects:
If you are a visual learner, you can view this tutorial on SnickerdoodleDesigns YouTube
Channel and on theStudio's YouTube Channel.
Please head over to YouTube and take a minute to Follow both channels. Each Channel will
have some exclusive videos, so by following both channels, you will be sure not to miss a
thing! Thank you!!

Here is a graphic from Deck the Halls, for you to enjoy! Click on the image below to download!

I hope you have found this tutorial helpful!
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